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All AOs(GE) under PCDA Bangalore

Sub - Decisions to be implemented by AOs(GE)

It is hereby instructed that all AOs(GE) have to implement the
following without fail

1. From May l5th 2017 onwards, no AO(GE) should have any Contract Agreement
pending scrutiny for more than 30 days from the date of receipt. All AOs(GE)
should ensure achieving this target and the same status should continue henceforth
without fail. The same will be verified through Weekly Progress Report(WPR)
being submitted by AOs(GE) to GO(E) from that date.

2. In order to build the professional capacities of Senior Auditors / Auditors
(SAs/Aud) further, it is decided to give capacity building exercises(CBEs) to' SAs/Aud from April l't 2017 onwards. These are being given with an intent to
ensure that'oeveryone knows everything".

3. As part of this, SAs/Aud are divided into two categories - 1. Those SAs/Aud who
are being newly posted henceforth or those posted and have not completed 90 days
from the date ofjoining to AO(GE) office artdz. Those SAs/Aud who have
completed 90 days from the date ofjoining and still left with more than 180 days
from completion of AO(GE) tenure i.e., 3 years.

CBEs for Cateeorv 1 SAs/Auds
i

a. Under first category, each SA/Aud posted in AO(GE) offices of Bangalore
should give two oral power point presentations(ppt) to the Group
Officer(E) in Main Office. The same should be presented to concemed
Accounts Officers if these SAs/Aud are posted in outstation AO(GE)

, offices. The ppt will be on the concepts assigned below and the SAs/Aud
should learn the concepts thoroughly with the help of their AOs and
relevant manuals. Detailed Guidelines for learning and making the
presentation are given as an Annexure. These exercises are intended to
assess the learning capabilities of SAs/Aud and sincerity shown by them
towards said learning. The presentations will be evaluated and rated on a
scale of 1 to 10 bV GO(E) and outstation AOs accordingly.
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b. Once the SAs/Aud complete the exercises of Category 1, they should start
completing Category 2 exercises as per the number of days given to each
manual in the enclosed schedule for Category 2 SAs/Aud.
For newly posted sAs/Aud from 1't April2017 onwards, first ppt should be
orally presented within 45 days from the date ofjoining and others within
45 days from April 7't 2017 and should cover the following concepts.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
V.

vi.
vii.
viii.

Financial and Construction Accounts
RARs
Final Bills
All other types of Bills
Cash Assignment & Cash Book
License Fee Bills
Measurement Books
Ledgers and Accounts

s

d. Second ppt should be orally presented in the next 45 days after presenting
first ppt and should cover the following concepts.

i. Tenders and Contracts
ii. Security Deposits
iii. Store Accounts
iv. Audit of Stores
v. Workshop Accounts
vi. Contractors'Ledger
vii. Transfer of Charges

'viii. Losses

CBEs for Cateeorv 2 SAs/Auds

a. Under second category, each SdAud has to thoroughly read every manual
of relevance to his/her work one by one as per a pre-decided schedule
(enclosed as Annexure).

b. After studying each manual, he/she has to make a power-point
presentation (ppt) individually covering all the important provisions in
every chapter and sub chapter of that manual.

c. The slides should be prepared chapter and sub chapter wise and the ppt has
to be orally presented to the Accounts Officer (AO) concerned as per the
enclosed schedule.

d. Also the presentation should contain examples from day to day work
wherein lacuna on the part of the executive is noticed w.r.t to the
provisions in the studied manual.

e. Once the oral presentation is done by the SA/Aud, the AO has to evaluate
the presentation of the SA/Aud on a scale of 1-10 and submit a report as
per enclosed schedule enclosing their ppts indicating the performance of
the SAs/Aud. The reports and ppts shbuld be sent only to the NIC mail id
of the Group Officer (GO).No hard copy to be sent.



5.

4. It is requested that these exercises are to be taken in the right spirit as these
will improve the professional confidence and work ethic of SAs/Aud by
enhancing their knowledge base. The AOs will also be immensely benefited by
these exercises through the presentations of the SAs/Aud and also will give
them an opportunity for overall discussion on the manuals. It may be ensured
by AOs that newly posted SAs/Aud learn the concepts assigned to them
thoroughly.

s'
In order to improve the scrutiny of Contract Agreements of MES establishments, a
detailed Standard operating Procedure (sop) is being prepared to help the Ao
(GE) offices for better scrutiny. Also a detailed Checklist is being prepared that is
to be compulsorily filled and attached with every CA scrutinized and sent by
AO(GE) to 'E' Section of Main Ofhce. The purpose of the checklist is to verify
whether the AO(GE) office has followed the Sop in scrutiny of CAs. The AO(GE)
should ensure that no point in the checklist is answered by 'No' or no information
sought in the checklist is not given. In that case, the AO(GE) should give a
legitimate explanation for not filling the Checklist as desired. The SOp *A tn"
Checklist will be provided to the AOs(GE) in April20l7.

Any suggestions from AOs(GE) for further improvement of the effrciency of
AO(GE) functioning may be provided by email to the NIC mail id of the Go(E)
i.e., praveenreddygp. dad@ gov. in.

With Regards
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D9tailed Guidelines for making the Power-point Presentations especiallv for
Category 1 SAs/Auds

1. Each concept assigned should be explained covering the following aspects

a. Brief explanation of the concept
b. Work Flow [from executive end to the AO(GE) end]
c. Manuals/Orders and the relevant paragraphs from which the concept is lear${t'
d. Audit Requirements to be ensured to process the concept
e. Any lacunae on the part of the executive w.r.t audit requirements

' f. Any audit observations noticed previously during processing of the concept

2. More importance should be given to gaining full clarity on the concept and its work
flow rather than dumping irrelevant and illogical information from manuals into the
power-point presentation.

3. For Category 2 SAs/Aud, it should be ensured that they have read the manual
assigned and have made the slides covering important provisions in each chapter.
AOs may help the SAs/Aud in this regard.



Schedule for capacify building exercises of Catesory 2 SAs/Aud workins in offices of
AO(GE)

Sl No Name of the Manual Date of Presentation
by each SA/Aud of
C*egory 2

Date of submission of
AOs report to GO(E)

1 Defence Works Procedure 2007
(30 davs)

26t04t20r7 29t0#t2017

2 Regulations of MES
(40 davs)

31t05t2017 03t06t20r7

a
J General Conditions of Contracts

(r.A.F.W 2249)
(20 davs)

2t/06t2017 24/06/2017

4 U.A Manual
(25 davs)

t2/07t2017 15/07/2017

5, Scales of Accommodation
(25 davs)

09/08/2017 12t08t20r1
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